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Fashion tips to fit your 'star quality': part 4
Virgo-
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Perfectionists- Think about the
high school English teacher. She
is an older lady, more commonly
known as a spinster. She is
constantly correcting grammar, as
she is known to be the anal
perfectionist.Her students soon
become aware that the word
“good” will almost always be
corrected with “well”, as the
word “can” will be replaced
with “may”.

The phrase, “think before you
speak,” has a new twist for Virgo.
Each symbol is so well thought
out it makes an impatient Aries
frustrated. Who knew that
sentences could be drawn out so
rhythmically? Virgo is naturally
bom with a brown nose and owns
the phrase, “Gee golly that’s swell!”
Leave it to Beaver (or Virgo) to be
the goody-two-shoes of the group.

Some fashion tips:
Virgo obviously is going to stay

neat and polished. (Think Charlotte
from Sex and the City.) The collared
shirt will be nicely tucked into their
knee length skirt.

A Virgo wouldn’t be caught dead
without wearing her stockings and
a pair of practical shoes that would
serve mostly for comfort. Her hair
would always be combed and pulled
away from her face, as everything
down to her fingernails was nicely
groomed.

Cold- Virgo tends to be quiet and
reserved. They don’t want to draw
a lot of attention to themselves, and
think creating drama is extremely
tacky. So, with all this in mind they
tend to stay in the background away
from the Hollywood spotlight. A lot
of people may mistake poor Virgo
for being distant and unattainable.

reserved Virgo.
Some fashion tips:
Virgo stays faraway from any flashy

clothing! Never would they imagine
drawing attention to themselves
in such a tasteless fashion. You
can be sure to see Virgo in more
practical earth tones that fit with the
particular season.

Practical- Dreams of luxury are
far from Virgo’s mind. Although
their intelligence can allot them
riches, they don’t go crazy over the
fantasy. Virgo lives in the real world
and sees life as it is. They may go a
long with a crazy scheme once in a
while but they won’t be the ones to
initiate it.

is out, Virgo gets freaky!
Some fashion tips:

Virgo is known to be the first to
jump at a bargain. It’s almost as if
they smell it coming a mile away!
As their clothing isused for function
rather than fashion, it doesn’t really
matter where they buy it.

Libra’s will usually be wearing
lacy shirts and skirts to show a
very feminine side. They’re very
beautifully dressed and adorned by
many admirers. They even smell
good! How else could they be so
charming? Their passion seeps
out through their clothing and is
visually appealing, as is everything
else about a Libra.
Gullible- Libra carries an innocence

that yearns for the good in everyone.
What a shame when the fattest man
decides to stomp poor Libra over!
There is nothing but these shameful
footsteps that mark the body of a
flattened Libra. It’s not in a Libra’s
nature to be cruel, so the poor soul
will get back up again and hand the
fat man an ice-cream cone.
Some fashion tips:

Libra-

When by themselves, Virgo is quite
content with life and lives it one day
at a time. Now, this is not to say that
when Virgo is under the influence of
other signs they won’t break away
from their normal stature.

Romantic- Open a box of
chocolates and break out the wine.
A Libra knows how to wine and
dine with taste. But unlike those
mean old crabs, a Libra is actually
genuine with their feelings.

It’s hard to believe anyone can
actually hold so much passion for
another person these days. But
Libra’s feelings are true. When Libra
says they care, it’s not something
that should be taken lightly. Enjoy
the attention, because this sort of
affection does not happen often.
When Libra pulls you into their
world, nothing else will
matter

This is a false accusation that
ironically distances Virgo even
further from the group. It takes the
personalities of an Aries, Leo and
Gemini to pull the spunk out of a

No, Virgo has definitely been
known to bring out the “other”
personality once in a while. The
scary thing is, when the “other”

Libra dresses so well all the time
it’s not uncommon for people to be
jealous. But no worries, it’s hard not
to love a Libra! There will always
be somewhere to go that Libra can
make her graceful presence. Libra
is so content with life that she

will make everyone feel special.
Everybody loves to group around
Libra for some special attention!

Diplomatic- Libra is the friend
that everyone will depend on for
advice. They are so helpful to all
because they can see both sides of
a situation and try to solve problems
rationally.

They will stop fights with words
of wisdom and peace, in prayers
that all will get along with out
resentment. Libra is the soothsayer
in this aspect, or the wise man on
top ofthe mountain. Keeping a Libra
in your company may be a good
idea, it would certainly solve any
deep-rooted anger!
Some fashion Tips:

Shiny jewelry would distract
anyone’s attention from a nasty
catfight! Libra makes sure to dazzle
herselfright up! However, Libra does
not own anything tacky or fake. All
her stuff is the real deal! This happy
go lucky character would cheer up
even the most dismal of signs! (Like
that mean old Crab!)Some fashion tips
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JI G G
SP U 0
MIMA
ISLA
KPRA
QT H Y
ZL A R
MT M X
RG T I
PUIL
JS Y D
ZF D K
TM L N
ZR Z I
RT N F
CI K E
RQ X Y
FE K D
MB Q X
KD J P

Island
A
Q
U
I
B
R Lei

Surf

Flip flops
Hibiscus
Palm tree

£ Sand

£ Ocean

2 Sunshine

E Yay

E Bikini
U Trunks
C Tan
G Breeze
S Seagulls
W

CoconutsU
y Pineapple

j Mango

y Swim

TO SOLVE: Each row, column
and 3x3 block must contain
the numbers 1 to 9 without any
duplicates

For the correct answers,
please visit us in the
Capital Times office,

E-121 Olmsted.


